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Page No: 327 of the Register of Reserved Forest Volume lll.

PANATHADY
NOTIFICATION
Fort St. George, January 6, 1932.
No. 12 Under section 16 of the Madras Forest Act ( V of 1882) the Governor in council is
pleased to declare that the area the boundaries of which are described in the schedule
below shall be constituted a Reserved Forest with effect from 1st April 1932.

Schedule
( Number of the Block -219, Name of the Block – Panathady)
South Kanara District, Kasaragod taluk.

Boundaries
North :- Starting from the stone joining F lines 576 of the common boundary of Kasaragod
and Puttur taluks and 140 of resurvey No. 324 of Panathady Village, Kasargod taluk,
which is also a cairn ( situated in Padikochi, by the side of a rock mark ) on the eastern
boundary of Aletti East reserved forest , a part of the western side of R. S. No. 324 F
lines 140, 200, 159 and 389 up to the westernmost corner of resurvey No. 323 thence the
southern side of resurvey No. 323 F lines 124, 98, 136, 338, 341, 103, 121, 335, 144, 285,
238, 397, 235, 255, 170, 184, 472, 144, 176, and 71 up to a point on the western side of
Re-survey No. 319 thence a part of the western southern and part of the eastern side of
resurvey 319 F lines 163, 95, 142, 53, 157, 142,109, 170, the stream Mundampalathodu
leaves the reserved forest at a point 150 links from the west and of this F line) 77 ( the
Panathur to Kanhangad main foot- path leaves the reserved forest at a point No. 34 links
from the west end of this F line) 110, 109, 76, 223, 118 and 124 up to the second survey
stone counting from the westernmost corner of resurvey No. 318 thence the southern and
eastern sides to resurvey No. 318 F lines 100, 130, 236, 211, 176, 173, 200, 183, 379,
240, 153, 346, 103, 411, 154, 309, 266, 159, 87 and 288 up to the southernmost point of
resurvey No. 378; thence the eastern side of the same survey number F line 825 up to the
stone joining F lines 825 of resurvey Nos. 378 and 279 of resurvey No. 329 on the
southern side resurvey No. 329 thence the eastern and northern side of resurvey No.
329 F

lines 279, 116, 136, 319, 262 ,211, 199, 284, 114, 166, 172, 200, 296, 261 ( the

stream Hosamanikathodu leaves the reserved forest on this F line at a point 61 links from
its southern extremity) 487, 136, 418, 264, 132, 408, 145, 234 and 209 ( the Panathur to

Kanhangad main foot- path re-enters the reserved forest at point 201 links from the east
end of this F line) on the boundary of Aletti East extension reserved forest ( resurvey No.
350) thence the eastern boundary of Aletti East extension reserved forest ( Reserved No.
330) F lines 823 ( the Panathur to Kanhangad main foot – path leaves the reserved forest
at a point 568 lines from the south end of this F line) and 241 up to the tri-junction stone
resurvey Nos. 330, 335 and 336 thence the southern side of resurvey No. 336 F lines 141,
250, 396, 453, 335, 106, 265 and 105 up to the stone joining F lines 105 of resurvey nos.
336 and 364 of resurvey No. 339 on the western side of resurvey no. 339 thence a part
of the western southern and eastern sides of resurvey No. 339 F lines 394, 416, 468,
312, 183, 597, 89, 293 , 385, 115, 542, 147, 106, 147, 104, 332, 370, 194, 105, 389, 333,
198, 271 ( the stream Mambalathodu

leaves the reserved forest at a point 34 links from

the west end of this F line) 99, 152, 179, ,315, 95, 275, 413, 351, 400, 322, 183, 93, 289,
266, 243, 257,412, 115, 96, 76, 113, 330, 214, 105, 141, 207, 101, 227, 293, 96, 112 and
142 up to the tri-junction stone of resurvey Nos. 339, 340 and 342 thence the southern
side of resurvey No. 342 F lines 138, 264, 335, 266, 361, 131, 317, 175, 252, 142 430
and 260 up to the westernmost corner of resurvey No.367 thence the southern side of
resurvey No. 367 F lines 292, 118, 462, 245, 122, 94, 237, 245, 157, 100, 552, 141, 321
up to the stone joining F lines 321 of resurvey Nos. 367 and 436 of resurvey No. 371 on
the western side of resurvey No. 371; thence the southern side of resurvey No. 371;
thence the southern side of resurvey No. 371 F lines 436, 329, 255, 308, 509, 631, and
787 ( the Kammadichal leaves the reserved forest at a point 774 links from the west
end of this F line) up to the north western corner of resurvey No. 370.
East:-

Thence the western side of resurvey no. 370 F lines 315 ( the approach path

leading to the Kammadichal from Kammadi enters the reserve forest at a point 100 links
from the north end of this F line) 147, 417 and 415 up to the stone joining F lines 415 of
resurvey No. 370 and 245 of resurvey no. 371 on the south side of R.S.No. 371 thence
the southern side of resurvey no. 371 F lines 245, 563, 1244, 123, 309,and 6136 ( the
Karike to Kammadi foot path leaves the reserved forest at a point 4,208 links from the
north end of this F lines)up to the coorg boundary .

South:-

Thence the common boundary of Coorg and South Kanara F lines 167, 244, 61,

527, 456, 418, 724, 527, ( the Karike to Kammadi foot- path enters the reserved forest at
a point 487 links from the east end of this F line (565, 412, 244, 91, 291, 252, 476, 248,
324, 82, 68235, 402, 226, 283, 311, 152, 132, 174, 336, 245, 270, 141, 148, 214, 67, 89,
373, 294, 250, 191,265, 200, 294, 231, 350, 202, 185, 283, 132, 95, 386, 371, 456, 120,
88, 323, 229, 350, 56, 480, 361, 176, 409, 329, 76, 76, 476, 533, 205, 162, 405, 233, 150,
345, 351, 344, 252, 94, 383 ( the river Manjannadka Holai enters the reserved forest at a

point 100 links from the east and at a point 83 links from the west of this F line) thence the
left blank of Manjanadka Holai F lines 177, 135, 264, 356, 171, 155, ( the Karike
Hosamanai to Permbaikadavu foot – path to the river enters the reserved forest at the
stone joining F lines 155 and 432), 432, 141, 227 ( the stream Urithikutti Holai enters the
reserved forest at a point

177 links from the east end of this F line and joins the

Manjanadko Holai) , 333, 321, 208, 185, 298, 292, 415, 280, 342, 230, 455, 423, 182,
288, 256, 392, 418, 188, 538, 208, ( the Karike to Kahangad foot- path enters the
reserved forest at a point 108 links from the north end of this F line) 365, 326, 174, 212,
195, 232, 138, 486, 1038, 238, ( the stream Ayyangachal enters the reserved forest at a
point 153 links from the east

end of this F line and joins anjanadka Holai

and the

Panathur to Kanhangad main foot- path enters the reserve forest at a point 200 links from
the east end of this F line) 455, 305, 318, 350, 176, 700, 482, 424, 314, 536, 252, 208,
274, 468, 329, 314 and 371 ( at this point the common boundary of coorge and south
Kanara ends . The Panathur to Kanhangad branch foot- path enters the reserved forest at
the junction stone of Coorg and South Kanara).
West:-

Thence the eastern side of resurvey No. 313 of Panathady Village F line 453 (

the river Menjanadka Holai leaves the reserved forest on this F line between points 118
and 278 links from its west end) to the stone joining F lines 453 of resurvey no. 313 and
168 of resurvey no. 314 on the southern side of resurvey no. 314 thence the southern
boundary of resurvey no. 314 F lines 168, 302, 410, 269, 297, 317, 483, 550, 126, 168,
311, 237, and 293, to the junction stone of resurvey no. 314 and 315 thence the southern
eastern and northern sides of resurvey no. 314 F resurvey no. 693,489, 220, 350, 130,
471, 235, 229, 222, 189, 415, 390, 98, 337, 129, 419, 496,( the Panathur to Kanhangad
main foot – path leaves the reserved forest at a point 374 links from the east and of this F
line) 311, 348, 344, 637, 192, 410, 398, 141, 518, 368, 395 ( The Panathur to Kanhangad
main foot path-re-enters to the reserved forests at a point 20 links from the east and of the
is F line) 346, 208, 252, 296, 206, 193, 315, 523, 462, 579, 749, 653, and 1078 to stone
on the boundary of ( Kasaragod and puttur taluks) Aletti East reserved forest ( common
boundary of Kasaragod and puttur taluks F lines 99 and 576 to the starting point.

Annexure
The following enclosure which has been demarcated at re-survey exists free from
reservation within the limits of the reserved forest:-

Local name:- ( Manjanadakam.)
Resurvey No. 316 comprising three sub division ( Resurvey Nos. 316-1, 316-2 and 316-3
extent 10-71 acres situated in the south west of the reserved forest consisting of temple

west of the reserved forest consisting of temple ( Manjanadka Bhagavathi Devastanam)
wet land mattam and sheds coconut and tamarind trees cashew trees, wild trees and
shrubs registered in the name of Bhagavathi Devaswam; Adaltadar and muktessor for the
time being Kattur Koran Nambiar.

Boundaries Of Enclosure

North , F lines 212, 377, 302, 304, 467, and 65 east F lines 157, 364, and 573, south F
lines 289, 138, 354, and 324 west F lines 140, 131, 154, 415 and 301.

Approach Paths to enclosure

Karike to Kanhangad foot- path Panathur to Kanhangad main and branch foot- path
admitted within the reserved forest.
II Remarks A the following rights to water courses are admitted within the reserved
forest.
(1) On behalf of Koran Nambiar, nephew of Kattur Chindan Nair, Jenmi, Panathur, hamlet
of Panathady for the time being the right to maintain, and tise for the irrigation of resurvey
no. 370 the water of the Kanni varying in dimensions from 5 links width and 2 links depth
to 12 links width and 8 links depth which takes of from Kammadichal across which a dam
stone and mud 20 links x 3 links has been constructed runs in a north – easterly direction
for a distance of 12 chains and leaves the reserved forest entering resurvey no. 370 at a
point 17 links south of the resurvey no. 370 point 17 links south of the resurvey stone
joining F lines 315 and 147 of resurvey no. 370 and which re-entered the reserved forest
at a point 115 links south of the resurvey stone joining F lines 147 and 417 of resurvey
no. 370 runs southward for a distance of 150 links and leaves the reserved forest at a
point 240 links south of the resurvey stone joining F lines 147 and 417 of resurvey no.
370 subject to the following conditions:-

(a) The right to take water for irrigation purposes shall be in force only from June to
December both months inclusive in each year (b) no artificial diversion of the Kanni course
or any other interference there with or stone reverting of 'Kanni' will be allowed without the
express permission in writing previously obtained of the District

forest officer south

Manglore (c). no alterations in the dimensions of the 'Kanni' or of the dam will be allowed
without the express permission, of the district forest Officers south

Kanara similarly

obtained ; (d) the Kanni and the dam should be kept in good order; (e) materials for the

repair of the Kanni and the dam should be taken from the Kanni margins an from the
Kammodichal (f) acces to the Kanni shall be from resurvey no. 370 and by bed margins of
the Kanni:Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the further
exercise of the right.
(ii) On behalf of Koran Nambair nephew of Kattur Chindan Nair jenmi and adaltadar and
moktassor of Bhagavathi Devastanam situated in enclosure resurvey no. 116 Panathur
hamlet of Panathady Village for the time being the right to maintain and use for the
irrigation of the west lands in resurvey no. 316 the water of the Kanni 5 links wide and 3
links deep which takes from jungle stream within the reserved forest at point 40 chains
north-east of the enclosure ( resurvey no. 316) across which a dam of stone 12 links x 4
links has been put up runs north of resurvey no. 316 -1 and then in a southerly direction its
total length being 46 chains and which leaves the reserved forest entering the enclosure
at a point 115 links west of the stone joining F lines 212 and 377 of resurvey no. 316
subject to the following conditions:-

(a) The right to take water for irrigation purpose shall be in force only from June to
December both month inclusive in each year; (b) no artificial division of the Kanni course
or any interference there with or stone reverting of the Kanni will be allowed without the
express Permission, in writing

Previously obtain d of the District forest officer South

Managalore (c) no alterations in the dimension of the Kanni of the dam will be allowed
without the Express Permission of the District forest Officer South Mangalore, similar
obtained (d) the Kanni and the dam should be kept in good order (e) materials for the
repair of the Kanni and the dam should be obtained from the kanni margins and from the
jungle stream from which the kanni takes off (f) access to the Kanni shall be from resurvey
no. 316 and by Karike to Kanhangad foot path (Admitted with in the reserved forest)

Infringement of any of these condition may result in the disallowance of the further
exercise of the right.
(iii) On the behalf of Koran Nambiar nephew of Kattur Chindan Nair Jenmi; and adalatd
and muktessor of the Bhagavathi a devasthanam situated in enclosure resurvey No:316
panathur hamlet of Panathady Village for the time being the right to maintain and use for
the irrigation of the wet lands in resurvey no. 316 the water of the kanni varying in
dimension from 5 links width and 3 links depth to 10 link width and 8 link depth which
branches from the Kanni described under item 2 of Remarks A at a point 2 chains
distance north of the stone joining F lines 302 and

304 of

resurvey no. 316 runs

southward for about 5 chains and which leaves the reserved forest entering the enclosure

resurvey No. 316 at a point 128 links east of the stone joining F lines 304 at 467 for
subject to the following conditions:(a)

The right to take water for irrigation purposes shall be in force only from June to

December both months inclusive in each year (b) no artificial diversion of the Kanni
course or any other interference there with or stone reverting of the Kanni will be allowed
without the express Permission without previously obtained of the District forest Officer
south Mangalore(c) no alternation in the dimensions of the Kanni will be allowed without
the express Permission of the District forest officer south Mangalore similarly obtained
(d) the Kanni should be kept in good order (e) materials for the repair of the kanni should
be taken from its margins (f) access to the kanni shall be from resurvey No. 316 and by
Karike to Kanhangad foot path (admitted with in the reserved forest)
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the further
exercise of the right.
(iv)

On behalf of Koran Nambiyar, nephew of Kattur Chindan Nair Jenmi, Panathur

hamlet of Panathadt village for the time being for the benefit of the tenants living in
kammadi resurved No. 370 the perennial right to take water for domestic purposes from
Kammadichal at a spot situated at a chains distance from a point on chain south of the
resurvey stone joining F lines from 787 of resurvey No. 371 and 315 of resurvey No. 370
and also to water cattle there, subject to the following conditions:(a) Accesses to Kammadichal shall be by the path 10 links wide leading there to from a
chain distance south of the resurvey stone joining F lines 787 of resurvey no. 371 and 315
of resurvey no. 370 and running south westward for a distance of one chains up to the
stream ; (b) no fresh access to the stream will be allowed without the express permission
in writing previously obtained of the District Forest Officer South Mangalore (c) there
should be no interference with the forest growth (d) cattle taken for watering should not be
allowed to stay into the forest.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the further
exercise of the right.
(v) On behalf of the villages of Karike Coorg Province the right to use for domestic
purposes the water of Manjanadaka Holai and to water the cattle at the river subject to the
following conditions:-

(a)

The right shall be in force only from February to June both months inclusive in each

year (b) for purposes of the right the left bank of the river alone shall be used; (c) there should
be no inference with the forest growth and forest cairns; (d) cattle taken for watering should
be not be allowed to stray into the forest.

Infringement of any of these conditions mad results in the disallowance of the further
exercise of the right.
III. Remarks B. the following public rights may open to men and cattle are admitted within the
reserved forest to a width of 45 links.
(i)

The Karike to Kamadi foot- path. It enters the reserved forest on its southern boundary

at a point 487 links east of the survey stone joining F lines 527 and 565 of resurvey no. 317
( Panathady reserved forest runs north east for a distance of 30 chains and leaves the
reserved forest on the eastern boundary on F line 6136 of resurvey no. 317 ( Panathady
reserved forest ) at a point 4, 208 links from the north end of the F line.
(ii)

The Karika Hosamani to Perimbaikadavu foot – path :- It enters the reserved forest on

its southern boundary at the survey stone joining F lines 155 and 432

of R.S.No. 317

( reserved forest and runs eastwards for a distance of 2 chains up to Perlmbaikadavu.
(iii)

The Karike to Kanhangad foot-path . It enters the reserved forest on its southern

boundary at a point 108 links south of the survey stone joining F line 538 and 208 of resurvey
no. 31 ( Panathady reserved forest ) runs northwards crosses the Manjanadka Holai enters
the enclosure ( resurvey no. 316) on its eastern boundary at appoint 150 links south of stone
joining F lines 364 and 573 of resurvey No.316 it again enters the re survey on the north
boundary of the enclosure a point 264 links east of stone joining F links 304 and 467 of
resurvey no.316 ( Manjanadakam enclosure) runs in a north – westerly direction and meets
the Panathur to Kahangad min foot-path (admitted within the reserved forest) at a point 4
chins north-West of stone joining F lines 302 and 304 of resurvey no. 316 this path is 35
chains in length and joins public right of way no B/5 at a point 55 chains from the starting
point of the latter foot path.
(iv) The Panathur to Kanhangad branch foot- path it enters the reserved forest on its southern
boundary at the resurvey stone joins F lines and 453 and 371of resurvey no 317 ( Panathady
reserver Forests) runs generally in an easterly direction for a distance of 65 chains and joins
the Panathur to Kanhangad main foot- path at a point 4 chains west of six stone joining F
lines 415 and 301 of resurvey no. 316 ( enclosure)
(v)

The Panathur to Kanhangad main foot- path :- It enters the reserved forest on its

southern boundary at a point 200 links west of the survey stone joining F lines 1038 and 238
of resurvey no. 317 ( Panathady reserved forest runs north- wards and north eastwards for a
distance of 20 chains and enters the enclosure ( resurvey no. 316) on its western boundary at
a point 110 links south of stone joining F lines 301 and 212 of resurvey no. 316 it re-enters
the reserve on the north boundary of the enclosure at a point 60 links east of the stone
joining F lines 301 and 212 of resurvey no. 316 runs north wards for a distance of 35 chains
leaving the reserved forest on its western boundary at a point 374 links north of the resurvey
stone joining F lines 419 and 496 of resurvey no.314 It again enters the reserved forest on

the western boundary at a point 20 links west of the resurvey stone joining F lines 305 and
868 of resurvey no. 314 runs northwards for a distance of 22 chains and leaves the reserved
forest on its northern boundary at a point 34 links east of stone joining F lines 77 and 170 of
resurvey no. 319: It re-enters the reserved forest on its northern boundary.
at a point 8 links east of the resurvey stone joining F links 823 R.S Nos, 330 (Aletti East
Extension reserved forest) and 209 of resurvey No.329, runs in a northerly direction for a
distance of 5 chains and 68 links and leaves the reserved forest on the same boundary at a
point 5 chains and 68 links north of the said resurvey stone.
IV Remarks C. The following public places of worship are allowed within the reserved forest.

(i) The Munnayar Bhutastanam, situated at about a chains distance from the south -west
corner of resurvey No. 316/1. Consisting of a late rite stone platform-30 links x 30 links x 4
links encasing two mango trees-with approach path 10 links wide, from the temple
Bhaganathi devasthanam (situated in enclosure resurvey No, 316) the approach having a
laterite stone wall, 3links in height on either side the religious ceremonies connected with the
bhutastanam; being devil dancing for 8 days in Kummba masa that is between February and
March of each year placing of lighted lamp on the flatfome and carrying of torches by night to
the bhutastanam approach to the bhutastanam shall be by the western gateway of the
devastanam from Karike to Kunhangod footpath and from Panathur to Kunhangod main and
branch footpaths (admitted within the reserved forest) The exercise of right shall be subject to
the following conditions.

(a) A uniform space of 50 yards around the platform as demarcated by cairns is allowed for
accommodation of the public; (b) the placing of the lighted lamp on the platform and the
carrying of torches a\shall be dam with due precaution against setting fire to the forest (c) no
cooking will be allowed at the Bhutastanam; (d) forest cairns should not be dismantled nor
forest growth interfered with in any way; (e) the dimensions of the plat -form should not be
altered with out the express permission in writing previously obtained of the District Forest
Officer south Mangalore (f) the ceremonies will be performed under the supervision of the
adulterer and Montessori for the time being of the Bhagavathi devastanam who will be held
responsible for the due observance of the conditions imposed.

Infringement of these conditions (b) to f) noted above may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.
(ii) The Banayanai bhutastada, situated in Poodangkallu, and about 15 chains north-east of
Bhagvathi devastanam in resurvey no.316 enclosure consisting of late rite stone structure, 4
links x 4 links x 3 links with a uniform space of 30 yards around, as demarcated by cairns for

the accommodation of the public the religious ceremonies connected with the Bhutastanam
being the placing of al lighted lamp on the pedestal breaking of coconuts at the bhutastanam
and carrying torches by night to it on one day each year, i. e. On the 7th day of Kumba Masa
Sivarathri approach to the bhutastanam shall be by path running in an easterly and northerly
direction 20 links wide and 10

chains in length branching from appoint on the Panathur to

Kunhagod main footpath (admitted within the reserved forest) at a point 65 chains from the
point of entry of public right of way no. B/5 into the reserved forest. Exercise of the right shall
be subject to the following conditions:(a) The placing of the lighted lamp on the pedestal and the carrying of torches to the
bhutastanam shall be done with due precaution against setting fire to the forest; (b) no
cooking will be allowed at the bhutastanam; (c) forest growths hold not be interefered with in
any way and forest cairns should not be dismantled the dimensions of the pedestal should not
be altered, without the express permission in writing, previously obtained, of the District
Forest Officer, South Manglore; (e) the ceremonies will be performed under the supervision of
the adulator and Montessori for the time being of the Bhagavathi devastanam who will be
responsible for the due observance of the conditions imposed.
Infringement of any of the conditions noted above may result in the disallowance of the
further exercise of the right.
(iii) The Poodankallu bhutastanam situated 10 chains south-west of Bhagavathi devasthanam
in resurvey no. 316 (enclosure)consisting of late rite stone structure, 4 links x 4 linksx3 links
with a inform space of 30 yards around, as demarcated by cairns for the accommodation of
the public the religious ceremonies connected with the bhutastanam being the placing of the
lighted lamp on the pedestal, breaking of coconuts at the bhutastanam

and carrying of

lighted torches by night to it on the sixth day of Sivaratri every year. Access to the
bhutastanam shall be by the path 20 links wide and a chains in length and running southwards connecting the bhutastanam with Panathurer to Kunhangod main foot paths admitted
within of entry of the latter (public right of way B/5) into the reserved forest. The exercise of
the right shall be subject to eh following conditions.

(a) The placing of the lighted lamp at the pedestal and the carrying of torches shall be
done with due precaution against setting fire to the forest; (b) no cooking will be
allowed at the bhutastanam; (c) forest cairn should not be dismantled nor forest growth
interfered within any way: (d) the dimensions of the pedestal should not be altered
without the express permission in writing previously obtained of the district forest
Officer, south Mangalore. (e) The ceremonies will be performed under the supervision
of the adulator and Montessori for the time being of Bhagavathi devastanam who will
be held responsible for the due observance of the conditions imposed.

Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the further
exercise of the right.

(iv) The periyaram poodankallu bhutastanam situated one chain east of f line 693 of
resurvey No. 314 consisting of tow late rite stone structures, one 5 links x links x4 links
and the other 3 links e links 2 links with a uniform space of 30 yards around, as
demarcated by cairns for the
accommodation of the public the religious ceremonies connected with the bhutastanam
being the placing of a lighted lamp at the Bhutastanam breaking of coconuts at the
pedestal and the
carrying of torches by night to the Bhutastana on the fifth, sixth and eight days of Sivaratri
each year access to the butastam shall be by path 20 links wide running north-westwards
for a distance of 35 chains branching from the Panathure to Kungangod branch foot path
(admitted within the reserved forest) at a point 55 chains branching from the point of entry
of the latter (public right of way No. B/4 into the reserved forest. The exercise of the right
shall be subject to the following conditions.

(a) The placing of the lighted lamp at the Bhutastanam and the carrying of torches to it
shall be done with due precaution against setting fire to the forest; (b) no cooking will
be allowed at the bhutastanam; (c)forest cairns should not be dismantled nor forest
growth interfered with in any way; (d) the dimensions of the pedestals should not be
altered without the express permission in written previously obtained of the District
Forest Officer South Mangalore (e) the ceremonies will be performed under the
supervision of the adulator and Montessori for the time of the Bhagavathi devasttanam
who will be held responsible for the due observance of the conditions imposed.
Infringement of any of these conditions may result in the disallowance of the further exercise
of the right.

S.V. Ramamurti
Secretary to Government

Vide Page 331, part I of F.S.G.G. Dated. 09.02.1932.

Errata

:

Panathadi Block

Fort St. George, February 1, 1932
To this Department Notification No. 12 dated 6th January 1932 published at pages 100-103
of part I of the Fort St. George Gazette, dated 12th January 1932
1) Colum 2 on page 100 of the gazette for the word and occurring in line 9 substitute
the word end.
2) Colum 2 on page 101 of the gazette.
a) For the words west lands occurring in line 11, substitute the words west lands
b) Between the words from and jumble occurring in line 11 insert the word a
c) For the words on chin occurring in line 80 substitute the words one chin
3) Colum 1 on page 102 of the word resurvey occurring in line 63 substitute the word
resurvey.

Date from which reservation was given effect to

: Ist April 1932

No and of Government Notification

: 12 dated 06;01;1932

Page no and date of Fort. St. George gazette

: 100-103 dated 12.01.32

B.P. No. 90
C.O. No. 1405

Dated 15.02.1932
Dated 14.08.1931

Area as per section is 16 notification

2947-26- Acress.

Contd.
Vide Page 331, Part I of F.S.G.G Dated 09-2-1932
Erratum
Panathadi Block
Fort. St. George, February 1, 1932.
To this Department Notification No.12 dated 6th January 1932 published at pages 100103 of part I of the Fort. St. George Gazette, date 12th January 1932.

1)

Column 2 on page 100 of the gazette for the word and occurring in line 9
substitute the words end.

2)

Column 2 on page 101 of the gazette.
a) For the words west lands occurring inline 11. substitute the words west
lands
b) Between the words from and jumble occurring in line 11 insert the word a
c) For the words on chain occurring in line 80 substitute the words one chain

3)

Column 1 on page 102 of the Gazette for the word resurvey occurring inline 63
substitute the word resurvey.

S.V.Ramamurthi,
Secretary to Government
/db/5-9
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